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"Ladies in Retirement" to Feature Corpses, Murders, Lunatics, in Mid-Victorian Setting

by Patricia Platt '45

Any night now, on the stage of Goodhart, one may plunge into an authentic drama of late Victorian ladies in Retirement, forging along in the last week of rehearsal, giving all actors plenty of chance to act and marvel with understanding. With pointers, meditation, and literature, the cast will bear on the headgear and mountains of driftwood, not to mention tinsel adapted to the front porch. All this makes exercise for Mrs. Weinstein, the director, and her corps. Not that it is probable that anyone would do off while connected with Ladies in Retirement."

End of War Means Start
Of More Important Struggle

Goodhart, November 23. Mrs. Vincent de Paul, de Paul's speech, "On the Threshold of World Order," which means only the beginning of the more important struggle to solve the problems which caused this war.

There are two ways of obtaining security, pointed out Mrs. Dean. The first is an unaided effort by themselves, which is possible only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collective method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The review of events is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.

The collectivist method is one of collective security, which, Mrs. Dean emphasized, was not realized in the League of Nations, only in an extension of territory. Each nation will declare that it needs such and such a colony or island to safeguard its interests, which proceeds with only rival and further war.
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Dr. Strumia will Talk On Blood Derivatives

Dr. Max M. Strumia, of the Bryn Mawr Hospital, will speak on Blood Derivatives and Their Substitutes. His talk will be given at 8:30 o'clock in the Science Club. Dr. Strumia was the first man to make human blood transfusions and to use it successfully on humans. He is the originator of the work of the French scientists who previously had experimented with animals. Dr. Strumia is active in the preservation of plasma as an emergency reserve and the Navy is the system employed today by the National Red Cross to extract and preserve blood plasma. Dr. Strumia attended the Royal Thames Infirmary and received postgraduate work at the University of Pennsylvania. He is a member of the National Research Council and gives courses to Bryn Mawr graduate students at the Bryn Mawr Hospital.

Rose's Musical Revue Features Fine Talent

Continued from page 2

inky has shown in some of his other works.

The most dynamic scenes come at the finale of the first act, when Kemiet, in the Inter­
lHian Opera House," and it tells of the revolution that Rose waged on stage. Rose's strength and grace are displayed in the work of Carmen Jones, the Aquada, the Unknown Soldier, and the Fireman who is the entire cast is clad in silver and black sequins for this scene, with Bonnie Brewer, and the Millie sequin tweeds with silver stripes, and that is quite a bit of sequins.

Nuts and Bolts

Villainesse makes mention of the Grand Guignol dance for the French­
men on November 11th at an "annual Grand Guignol" and Cider Dance," and goes on to describe the exploits of some of the more enterprising V'-Ducks.

The college laundry at Vassar has been forced to cut down on the number of boys laundry so that the students are now confront­
ed with doing their own laundry or paying a laundry lady. In the fear that the laundry may be returned to the college, the students have a note attached saying "Please sew on your own no matter what."

The Three Year Plan Forum at Haverford is the latest in a series of meetings to solve the problem with the current question being, does the present three year plan interfere with extra-curricular activities. Almost all chair­men of extra-curricular committees proved that there are no plans to end students' membership and participation. The school authorities have also been admitted to the inmary in this year in past years.

Week of discussion and debate has the annual Student Association with a trial period for a new constitutional amendment. The super­

ity is sup rising it and is now up to the students to make it work.

Initial Aims of "Title"

Continued from page 1

It could be the wish that there was more evidence of humor or satire and it also might be wished that there were more individual contributions from other than the Freshmen class. The club's leaders small in the meantime the Title without any fuss by pretension is doing an administrative job and of course the window for the display of creative talent at campus.

WHAT-WMBC SCHEDULE

7:30 p.m. (local time)

Wednesday, November 29
8:30 Opera
9:00 American Humor
9:30 Popular Music
10:00 Drama
10:30 Popular Music
Tuesday, November 28
8:30 Classical Hour
9:00 Piano by Hansen
9:30 Popular Music
5:00 Popular Music
3:00 Popular Music
Tuesday, December 5
8:30 Classical Hour
9:00 Popular Music
9:30 Campus News
10:00 Popular Music

Arguments for God

Considered by Weiss

Dr. Max M. Strumia, of the Bryn Mawr Hospital, will discuss the matter of God in his talk on Blood Derivatives and Their Substitutes. He is the originator of the work of the French scientists who previously had experimented with animals. Dr. Strumia is active in the preservation of plasma as an emergency reserve and the Navy is the system employed today by the National Red Cross to extract and preserve blood plasma. Dr. Strumia attended the Royal Thames Infirmary and received postgraduate work at the University of Pennsylvania. He is a member of the National Research Council and gives courses to Bryn Mawr graduate students at the Bryn Mawr Hospital.

WHAT TO DO

WHO ARE YOU?

A girl who likes to work with her hands can help others do their jobs well!

One who prefers a job with plenty of variety?

Someone with plenty of resourcefulness—and what it takes to human being—

The world of work—

One who can make that work pay are those who have a genuine interest in what they are doing. That is why President Roosevelt has said that the community and is trying to meet the Generalissimo. The situation is one of prophecy rather than fact, but the work is going on.

3. Konig .................. Marcia Taff,
2. Konig ........ Anna Stina Ericson, g
1. Konig .................. Marcia Taff,
1. Konig .................. JoseIgn Hussman.

Invisible Mending Shop

Pearl Rethreading Zipper, Fixed

41 W. Lancaster Ave., ARDMORE, PA.

Delectable Tea

Community Kitchen

Open Every Week-Day

Sundays

Teas

Christmas and STOCKINGS are just around the corner!

BRIN MAWR

Delectable Teas

Wednesdays

 november 27, 10:45 to 5:00 for an Appointment

Ardmore 1838

JOSPEH'S

HAIR DRESSING

C 25 OLIVER AVE.

ARDMORE

JOSEPH'S

HARD ERRAT

Full Service Barbers

11 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Closed Wednesday

TEA SANDWICHES

Pork and Cabbage

Parker House, Inc.,
483 Lancaster Avenue

PARKER WAY

(Next to Florentine Shop)

Pleasures come by two and two

When you come for more!

Now, with Mid-Season through

Tea is twice as good at four!

THE INN
David Discusses Plan For Post-War Library

Mr. David, Marjorie Walter Goodhart professor of history here and director of libraries at the university of Pennsylvania, was a speaker at the annual Thanksgivings conference of Eastern Co.

Curriculum Staff

The Curriculum Committee takes pleasure in announcing the following elections:

Mr. David was present as President of the Western College.

Carnegie Institute of Technology

French Club to Give Annual Nativity Play

Spanish Club to Give Play by Lorca, Dec. 5

Spanish Club to Give Play by Lorca, Dec. 5

On December 5 in the gym, the Spanish Club will present La Zapateras Prodigios, directed by Miss Negroti, the play written by Federico Garcia Lorca, relates the exciting tale of the beautiful and single-minded wife of Zapateros, the shoemaker.

The 17-year-old Zapateros (Mar, Greco) from Puerto Rico, are engaged in a violent quarrel with her 16-year-old husband (Chico Walker 46), who leaves her, in anger, to her own devices. The charming and attractive girl forced to support herself, opens a tavern, in which she turns the town’s crop of gangsters.

Courted by many admiring admirers, among whom are included the mayor and the very aristocratic don Mario played by Amanda Eggert 46 and Lois Pratt 46 respectively, Zapateros refuses every passionate advance, completely unmoved by the her deserting husband.

In spite of her devotion to duty, jealousies that arise, involve Liztruck and compose maligning verses against her and her next con
tinent becomes the scenario for her own misfortunes. She is in the friendship of a bright young boy (Mickey Malert 46), on whom she expends her spare flit of good temper.

One day, there appears in the village a wandering troubadour, who sings a history as if that of Zapateros that she becomes greatly excited and dismayed. In a time of the truly sensible, the troubadour becomes convinced of her good and faithful life, and he whisks off his beard to reveal himself as the long-lost Zapatero.

Curriculum Staff

The Curriculum Committee takes pleasure in announcing the following elections:

Mr. David, Marjorie Walter Goodhart professor of history here and director of libraries at the university of Pennsylvania, was a speaker at the annual Thanksgiving conference of Eastern Col-

library at the University of Penn-

University last Saturday.

In announcing Post-War Plans for a University Library, Mr. De-

vid referred to the concrete plans which are going ahead for a new library at the University of Penn-

sylvania which have been dur-

ing extended work on this pro-

ject for the past six or months.

Although no exact time has been set and funds have not yet been raised, the specifications have gone to the architect which will be built sometime after the war. It will be erected on the site of the present building in Phila-

delphia and will have a capacity of two million volumes.

Singer. The idea of mechanism and

and not mutually exclusive, but compatible once it became with different universes of explanation.

Dr. David Discusses Plan

For Post-War Library

For Christmas

Unusual handmade Mexican Jewelry

Puerta De Mexico

Margaret Paul

69 St. James Place, Andmore

For Christmas

Unusual handmade Mexican Jewelry

Puerta De Mexico

Margaret Paul

69 St. James Place, Andmore

He loves me not, he loves me

A daisy’s never wrong

So try your luck with flowers

That have measured love so long.

Jeanett's

BETH MAW, PA.